CARING BEYOND SHIPPING

CMA CGM PROJECT CARGO DIVISION

EXCEEDING YOUR
BIGGEST EXPECTATIONS

CMA CGM Group’s strategy rests on ‘Shipping The Future’, with the customer at the heart of this
thinking. Everything we do revolves around this philosophy, helping make the customer’s journey with us,
beyond seamless. Our customer centric philosophy is guided by a powerful principle that we call ‘Caring
Beyond Shipping’.
As it is always our endeavour to deliver sustainable and rewarding customer experiences. Caring Beyond
Shipping implies that we understand you better, listen to you more and are able to anticipate your needs
and improve your overall experience so as to ensure we always exceed your expectations. It also means
that we aim to satisfy your needs and that of every other customer. We do so by delivering unmatched
quality and value through consistent, innovative, rewarding and customized business growth solutions.
Now, more than ever, our customers are at the heart of what we do as we continue to Ship The Future.
Together, we will continue Shipping The Future.

CONTACT THE CMA CGM PROJECT CARGO DIVISION
projectcargodivision@cma-cgm.com

HEAD OFFICE 4, QUAI D’ARENC, MARSEILLE CEDEX 02 FRANCE 13235
TEL : +33 (0)4 88 91 90 00

WWW.CMA-CGM.COM

CARING
BEYOND SHIPPING

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

ABOUT
CMA CGM

Our dedicated team of technical and
commercial project shipping professionals
deliver best-in-class consulting, planning
and execution of ocean transportation for
your project cargo. In 2019, the CMA CGM
Project Cargo Division has achieved over
1,000 tailor-made projects, all adapted to
project constraints and requirements: route,
ground equipment, licenses and
permissions, schedule…

CMA CGM, headed by Rodolphe
Saadé, is a worldwide leading shipping
and logistics group. Employing over
110,000 people worldwide, the Group is
present on all ﬁve continents through its
755 ofﬁces, in more than 160 countries.
CMA CGM serves 75% of commercial
ports with its ﬂeet of 500 vessels. As a
long-standing pioneer in emerging
markets – from China in the 1990s to
Africa in the 2000s – CMA CGM is one
of the key players driving globalization.
Today, CMA CGM presents global
solutions for the transport of goods.
Our maritime, inland and logistics
options are conceived to provide our
clients with turnkey transport solutions,
in alignment with their needs.
Since its creation, CMA CGM’s goal
remains the same: to constantly
reinvent shipping, by always looking for
better solutions for our clients, while
respecting people and the planet.
With CMA CGM celebrating its 40th
anniversary in 2018, the Group is more
than ever ready to continue
‘Shipping The Future’.

SAFETY
Our 310,000 equivalent Teus of Breakbulk &
Out of Gauge and our technical know-how
for safe and secure handling of your cargo
will ensure the ideal transport for your special
project: lashing, cargo surveying, port liaison,
adapted loading and unloading equipment
are duly monitored during all project stages.

CMA CGM transports all types of oversized cargoes from delicate shipments such as train
and yachts to large and heavy equipment such as turbines, engines and factory components.
Our high, speciﬁc, technical and commercial expertise enables us to load up to 500t
exceptional cargoes.

EXCEEDING YOUR BIGGEST EXPECTATIONS
DEDICATED TEAM
Each project cargo shipment is coordinated by a
dedicated project manager as single points of
contact available 24/7 supervising all aspects of the
contract execution. Our 7 specialized teams of the
Project Cargo division are present in Europe, China,
Brazil, USA, Middle East and South Africa.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
CMA CGM owns a large ﬂeet of ﬂat rack, platform
and open top containers to efﬁciently transport to
destination oversized and overweight cargo up to
500 tons like rail machines, reels, heavy machinery,
boats and yachts.

GLOBAL COVERAGE
Our efﬁcient loading and discharging
capabilities in over 420 ports combined with
CMA CGM’s more than 200 line services
guarantee regular sailings and short
transit times.
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